Dear Late Capitalism,

I hate you. You make everything boring and ugly.
I feel abject and powerless.
I hate that I can’t leave the house without my cell phone.

- Dr. Laurie Weeks, 2006/2020

DT: 2020 A.D.
ATTN: THE WORLD

While humyn society skulks through a timeout, R’DYKES approaches the small challenge of “HOW THE FUCK R WE GOING TO SURVIVE AS A SPECIES WHEN WE’RE ALL AT THE BEGINNING STAGES OF DEMENTIA” with practical problem-solving skills like creative accounting, pickling beetroot, floetry, and ecstatic collapses. How many mass die-offs and self-anointed advanced civilizations does it take to hide the things that are really happening? Obviously, it will have to be Lesbians who step up to change humanity’s litter box once and for all.

While straight-presenting women, it’s time to drop the charade and pick up a pair of nail clippers! Lesbianism-political or the normal kind—is a simple choice, and at this point it’s politically irresponsible to be giving hand jobs to the patriarchy.

There are two or three things lesbians have always known:

1) Community is everything
2) Separatism is more than a mere 6’
3) We can’t lick ourselves

Ms. Rona is asking us all to reorganize our GoFuckMe Nation and CONE 2GETHR in hivemind. Hold isolationist, sanitized hands the way Bees do! Microscopic invaders, whose own ancestors helped shape our collective immune system, r sayin our GAME of PICKUP STICKS IS FREEKN OVER. Thank you, small ones, for upending the long-linged ancient knowledge of how fragile our crapitalist-induced social strukktures are.

(cunt’d)
Speaking of which, can we talk about Urth II?

- www.Berniewasrightallalong.com
- people are housed, fed and healthcarded, can afford potatoes, hip replacements and bottle of Purell miraculously all at once, no matter what
- happy plants and animals become Real news
- prisons and concentration camps are emptied and newly filled with what’s left of DHS/CBP/ICE and the corporatocracy, kleptocracy, plutocracy and oligarchy
- borders and police departments are dissolved like AlkaSeltzer® in 100-proof isopropyl vodka after a bad hangover
- Great Chain of Loving Unbeing gentrifies and displaces so-called God
- UBI (Universal Bidet Installation) saves planet + ends class war
- Separatist Screaming Day replaces Santecon
- Sillycon Valley of the Dead transforms into vast bumblebee haven
- Archive of extinct varietals of smoke and Smog available online
- "Letter to A Politician" by Bernadette Mayer read before all Major League sporting events
- put the emerge back in emergency

We’ve been lied to, ensorcelled, and roofied into obliteration in the Misanthropic Nanosphere. Rapists have burned down the Amazon and killed millions of Pangolins as we order potted Brazilian tree ferns online. Believe us when we say, leviathans in the financial ocean that once lubricated a Patagonia-fleece-vest- sporting collective known as PrisonFacebookTrollFarmEchoChamber-Instindustrial-Complex ARE NOT invited to join us on Erth II.

If you want a teacher, try a waterfall. The world could be anything. Just lick whatever toad is left, you’ll see.

Cheers to smallness.

PS. I only care about nature and birds and writing about how you would be insane to not feel crazed and depressed in a psychotic society so therefore what can we bummed-out-to-death artists do about that which alleviates isolation and shame & creates atmospheres of play and imagination and creativity & collaboration & teleportation (seriously) which doesn’t deny the horror around us but also doesn’t keep our minds focused on it because these

Ridiculous
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